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Meyer is a surname of English, German, Dutch, or Jewish origin. Many branches of the Meyer(s) family trace
their origins to ancient Anglo-Saxon culture. The name may be derived from the Old English name maire,
meaning Mayor, or an officer in charge of legal matters. The name may also be derived from the German
word "meiger", meaning Mayor; the name likely traces its origins to a wealthy ...
Meyer (surname) - Wikipedia
Stephanie or Stefanie is a female name that comes from the Greek name Î£Ï„Î-Ï†Î±Î½Î¿Ï‚ (Stefanos) meaning
"crown". The male form is Stephen.Forms of Stephanie in other languages include the German "Stefanie",
the Italian, Czech, Polish, and Russian "Stefania", the Portuguese EstefÃ¢nia (although the use of that
version has become rare, and both the English and French versions are the ones ...
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